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An Andy Warhol postcard book from Galison is a great gift to keep and enjoy or use and spread the

enjoyment. Postcards include Pop Art favorites like the Campbell's Tomato Soup Can, Banana, and

celebrity portraits as well as cards that quote Andy Warhol bon mots.
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Andy Warhol, a painter and graphic artist, also produced a significant body of film work, including

his famous Chelsea Girls. He was equally well known in the late sixties and early seventies as

resident host at his studio, The Factory, where one could listen to Lou Reed and the Velvet

Underground and rub elbows with Edie Sedgwick. Warhold died in New York in 1987.

I am a fan of art and an avid postcrosser and postcard collectorSo i get almost any new set that

comes out on .I would give this 4.5 stars just because im slightly disappointing that there is no

Marilyn Monroe card in here and also that the postcards do not have their Titles on the backthat

said the cards themselves are large and beautifully done...the colors are vividbreakdown: Quote

postcard: 4; Cute Postcards: 5 (cats and hearts); Art postcards (5 - these are my favorite); Abstract

Postcards: 5; Multiples Postcards: 5; Soup: 4 and 2 self portraits = 30and it was not very expensive!

so great deal

I love mailing and receiving postcards. This bundle offered a great selection of cards for my pen



pals who love Pop art cards. It's a great deal, too.

Actually you get a pretty good deal compared to what Warhol postcards are going for out there. This

is a collection of Warhol images that are sandwiched together in book form. Images are well

reproduced and clean.

Postcards are of good quality, but they are very difficult to tear out. I was also less than pleased with

the selection... too many quotes and self-portraits in the set for my taste. As other reviewers stated,

they are over-sized and require more postage as well.

I love this postcard book! It is a great buy, and I enjoy most of the artwork featured--especially the

shoes and cats.

Really. Who could NOT adore these postcards? They are simply perfect. Any Warhol fan will go

bananas over them.

These are nice size, good quality and great selection of Andy Warhol. I'm very happy with this

purchase. If you love Warhol, you will enjoy sending these to your friends.

This is special and worth every penny.
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